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Asymmetric divisions are paramount in determining the body plan of a developing 
organism; for example, in the ​C. elegans ​embryo​,​ an asymmetric division is needed to set up the 
L-R axis. Cortical rotation in the dividing ​C. elegans ​zygote is necessary for this asymmetric 
division. However, its molecular drivers remain uncharacterized. We use genetically perturbed 
C. elegans​ zygotes to explore proteins driving cortical rotation. Cortical actin dynamics are 
hypothesized to provide the mechanical force for rotation: septins are known to affect actin 
dynamics and to anchor other proteins to the cortex. This includes Formin proteins, such as 
cyk-1, which nucleate actin. Using particle image velocimetry (PIV) to analyze the cortex of 
dividing cells, we show that genetic perturbation of septins or cyk-1 results in irregular rotation 
phenotypes. Cells may rotate in a periodic manner, more slowly than wild-type cells, briefly 
rotate in reverse,  or fail to rotate. Furthermore, we show that cyk-1 loses its posterior enrichment 
when septins are depleted with RNAi, as well as its posterior-rapid localization to the cortex. We 
conclude that septins and cyk-1 play a role in driving cortical rotation, and that septins help 
localize cyk-1 to the zygote’s posterior end. Our results elucidate how these proteins individually 












A key process in early embryogenesis is definition of the Left-Right (L-R),            
Dorsal-Ventral (D-V), and Anterior-Posterior (A-P) axes. Proper establishment of these axes is            
integral to development as they are necessary to correctly position and orient of the various               
structures of the organism – organs, appendages, etc. Various mechanisms are used to             
differentiate cells in order to set up these axes, from gene regulation to mechanical asymmetry to                
cilia-driven rotations​1,2​. Failure to properly establish the A-P and D-V axes will almost certainly              
cause embryonic lethality, such that a mutation that consistently perturbs axis determination may             
render a parent unable to reproduce. It is important to study this process because of its                
fundamental importance in development. However, the different mechanisms are so numerous           
and complex that the phenomenon remains overall poorly understood. Interestingly, L-R axis            
reversal is tolerated simpler organisms, including humans and ​C. elegans. Nonetheless,           
understanding how it establishes this axis can elucidate the process of axis formation in general. 
Initially the L-R ​[1] ​axis in ​C. elegans was believed to arise in the third round of division,                  
wherein the mitotic spindles of the ABa and ABp cells skew such that the left daughters are more                  
anterior than the right​3​. However, later studies revealed an L-R asymmetry in the parent of these                
two cells, the AB cell. During this cell’s division, the mitotic spindle is initially positioned on the                 
D-V midline, but elongates parallel to this axis and then skews off of it. Furthermore, cleavage is                 
asymmetric, initiating at the left side of the cell and proceeding rightwards, perpendicular to the               
midline. This results in closure to the right of the midline. This is the first manifestation of L-R                  
asymmetry in the ​C. elegans​ embryo​4​.  
The invariance of this skew suggests that the AB cell possesses a preset chirality that  
causes it. Furthermore, the consistent asymmetry of spindle positioning and cleavage furrow            
initiation suggests a cortical chirality that cues asymmetric behavior along the L-R axis. A              
probable candidate for the origin of this chirality is the cortical swirling observed in the zygote.                
When viewed under a microscope the entire cortex of the dividing zygote is seen to rotate about                 
the A-P axis. The direction is consistently counter-clockwise when viewed from the anterior to              
the posterior end of the cell, and the granules rotate through an angle of about 120°. It is believed                   
that this swirling sets up a cortical chirality which the AB cell inherits, and that this chirality                 
causes the AB cell mitotic spindle to skew and the cleavage furrow to initiate to the right and left                   
of the midline, respectively. Therefore, cortical rotation is the mechanism by which ​C. elegans              
establishes its L-R axis​4​. However, its molecular drivers are still poorly understood. 
Prior research by Schonegg et al.​4 has revealed several proteins without which rotation             
does not occur. All necessary proteins identified were those for which knock-down would impair              
the function of the actomyosin cytoskeleton or of microtubules. Furthermore, work by Tee ​et al.​5               
has revealed that the actin cytoskeleton self-organizes into radial bundles and myosin-enriched            
transverse bundles on the cortex. While initially symmetric, the system could evolve into a chiral               
one due to mechanical forces caused by myosin acting on the transverse bundles, causing growth               
of the system in a manner dependent on formins. This mechanical behavior and the              
self-organization of the actin cytoskeleton can provide a basis for which a cell can establish L-R                
asymmetries​5​. Actomyosin contractility is thus a candidate for the driver of cortical rotation in ​C.               
elegans​. 
Septin filaments are known to aid in proper localization of proteins to the membrane and 
cortex. This function is often used to set up cellular asymmetries; where there are more septins,  
more of the proteins associated with septins can bind, resulting in asymmetric processes​6​.             
Additionally, septins in yeast play a role in the establishment and maintenance of cortical              
asymmetries by aiding in protein localization to the cortex and preventing those proteins from              
diffusing elsewhere ​7​. Among the proteins that septins may help localize are formins, a family of                
actin-nucleating proteins which can grow the cortical actin network​8​. ​Septins are also known to              
interact with actin​9​. Asymmetric behavior of cortical actomyosin is believed to play a role in the                
asymmetric division of the AB cells​4​. 
The asymmetric behavior that sets up the L-R axis is known to be mechanical, as               
mechanical strain on the mitotic spindle is sufficient to reverse the L-R axis​10​. Therefore, there is                
ample reason to believe that septins and formins also play a role in cortical rotation in the zygote.                  
Specifically, they may be allowing for asymmetric behavior in actomyosin contractions such as             
those explored by Tee ​et al.​5 by their role in localizing formins to the cell cortex, and thereby                  
allowing the actomyosin cortex to evolve into a mechanically chiral system, driving a chiral              
rotation. 
Here we compared wild-type ​C. elegans ​compared to strains with null mutations in one              
of the two septin genes, or which had been depleted of cyk-1 through RNAi. Since septins are                 
believed to form a heterotetramer comprised of ​unc-59 at the ends and ​unc-61 in the middle,                
septin function can be fully removed by depleting or mutating one or both genes​11​. Cortical                
rotation was quantified by measuring the movement of cortical granules using Particle Image             
Velocimetry (PIV). Furthermore, the localization of cyk-1 in was monitored using a strain with              
the protein GFP-tagged. We found that abnormal rotation phenotypes occur in the case of              
perturbations in septins or formins, and additionally, that cyk-1 has a posterior enrichment which              
is lost when septins are depleted. These findings elucidate the roles these proteins play in causing                
rotation and their interaction within the pathway. 
Methods 
C. elegans ​Strains and Maintenance 
Five different strains of ​C. elegans ​were used for imaging (Table 1). Worms were kept at 
20ºC and transferred to new plates two days prior to imaging. 
RNAi 
A slice of NGM from a starved plate was cut and placed onto a fresh one 24 hours prior 
to being picked onto an RNAi plate in order to ensure a reasonable proportion of L4 worms on 
the new plate. 10-20 worms were then picked onto a plate of NGM containing IPTG (1mL per 
liter of NGM) and carbenicillin (0.5mL per liter of NGM) to select for the vector-containing 
bacteria. Worms were allowed to feed and imaging began 20 hours from the start of feeding for 
cyk-1 depletion, or 24 hours for unc-59 depletion. 
Mounting worms 
Worms were picked onto 1.5μL of M9 buffer on a coverslip. They were dissected using 
hypodermic needles to release their embryos. A 2% agarose pad on a piece of cover glass was 
then pressed to the cover slip. The cover slip was then removed and a small amount (< 1μL) of 
M9 buffer added onto the region of the agarose where the embryos lay. A brush tool consisting 
of a human eyelash was used to move the embryos together and an arrow was cut out of the 
agarose, making the embryos easy to locate under the microscope. A new coverslip was added; 
then silicone immersion oil was applied to the cover slip and it was mounted on the microscope. 
The same procedure was employed in mounting zygotes for measuring intensity of cyk-1; 
however, some cells in this experiment were paralyzed using Azide. In this case the worms were 
instead dissected in 1.5μL of a 0.1M solution of Azide in M9 buffer. 
A Deltavision Elite microscope was used to image the embryos. An Olympus 60X NA              
1.40 silicone oil immersion objective lens was used to image transmitted polarized light. Movies              
of the first and second divisions of the embryo were taken at a 2-second time step. The movies                  
imaged two z-planes: the midplane of the cell and the cortical plane. Other settings, including               
transmission percentage and exposure time, were optimized for controls and kept constant            
among conditions using the built-in function on Softworks, the microscope’s software. 
Both the Deltavision Elite and A1R confocal microscopes were used for fluorescence            
imaging. A Nikon 60X NA 1.27 water immersion objective lens was used on the latter.               
Mounting for the A1R was done by the same means, but with water instead of oil. Still                 
fluorescent images of cyk-1 localization pre-rotation were imaged on the Deltavision; the A1R             
was used for timelapse fluorescent imaging of cyk-1. The NIS-Elements software was used for              
A1R imaging. Settings were kept consistent in all such trials and a timelapse of 3 seconds was                 
used. 
Image Analysis 
The cortical plane of the movie was separated into a series of individual TIFF images  
using ImageJ. The series of cortical images was then analyzed using OpenPIV, a Particle Image               
Velocimetry (PIV) plugin for Python. This program identifies particles in an image then searches              
for those particles in a paired image. Using the provided information about the time between               
images and the pixels per unit distance, it then generates a vector field of the velocities of those  
particles (​http://www.openpiv.net/​). The A-P axis was defined manually by choosing points in 
ImageJ (National Institutes of Health), and the components of the generated vectors 
perpendicular and parallel to this axis were averaged. 
Fluorescent intensity was measured via FIJI for images taken on the Deltavision Elite. 
The background was subtracted from all intensity measurements in the cell. For images recorded 
on the A1R, intensity was measured by specifying regions of interest pre-imaging and exported 
directly from the NIS-Elements imaging software.  Intensity-over-time analysis was carried out 
by constructing an exponential decay curve. 
Results 
Loss of Function in a Septin Gene perturbs Cortical Rotation 
The proteins responsible for driving cortical rotation in ​C. elegans are not known in full.               
Septins have been known to play a role in maintaining cell cortex polarity in yeast (Bridges &                 
Gladfelter, 2015) and to play a role in furrowing asymmetry in ​C. elegans cell divisions               
(Maddox et al., 2007). In addition, formins are known to localize to the cortex to grow its actin                  
network (Chan 2019), which may form a chiral network (Tee et al, 2015). The preexisting               
knowledge of these proteins’ roles made them good candidates for investigation. To determine             
whether or not they were implicated in cortical rotation, we imaged zygotes’ cortexes during cell               
division (Figure 1). During cytokinesis, a ​C. elegans zygote rotates with a left-handed rotation              
about the A-P axis. A macroscopic illustration of this chirality is that when your left thumb is                 
pointed towards the posterior axis, the cortex rotates in the direction your fingers curl.  
A visual analysis of these movies demonstrated that loss of function in septin filaments              
resulted in a lack of rotation in some, but not all, zygotes. By contrast, all wild type zygotes                  
exhibited this rotation. Even in cases where rotation did occur, it was still visibly perturbed.               
Some mutant zygotes had visibly slower rotation; others had rotation that came in periods,              
rotating for a brief period from then stopping for some time before continuing, repeating several               
times. Similar trends were observed for cells depleted of cyk-1 via RNAi. While none of these                
cells failed to rotate, some exhibited the periodic rotation described of septin-null mutants, others              
briefly rotated in reverse during the middle of proper rotation, and the remainder rotated              
continuously (Figure 2a). This qualitative analysis demonstrates that loss of septin filaments or             
cyk-1 perturbs cortical rotation. 
Particle Image Velocimetry Quantifies Cortical Rotation 
To more fully understand the differences in rotational behavior between these three             
genotypes, we quantified rotation usingParticle Image Velocimetry (PIV). PIV tracks the motion            
of particles in a pair of images by identifying the particles as patches of texture in the first image,                   
then finding those same patches in the second image (http://www.openpiv.net/). An example of             
these patches is demonstrated by the areas within the colored circles in Figure 1a. It then                
generates a vector field of the speed of particles in the images based on their displacement and                 
the time between frames, as in Figure 1b. In this way, movement of cortical granules was used to  
quantify cortical rotation.  
The vectors, representing the motion of cortical granules, all move perpendicular to the             
A-P axis with the aforementioned left-handed orientation. The vector field is notably uniform,             
with only slight variations in angle relative to the A-P axis. 
In addition to graphs like those in Figure 2, OpenPIV outputs a readable text file  
containing the vector field. These data were used to calculate several values for each sample: the 
velocity of rotation in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the A-P axis, angle relative to 
the A-P axis (not shown), and approximate duration.  
The Speed and Angle of Cortical Rotation Varies Spatially and Temporally 
Previous reports of the speed of cortical rotation have given a single value to describe the                
entire rotational event using a significantly lower (5s) temporal resolution than was used in this               
experiment (Singh & Pohl, 2014). However, we hypothesized that cortical rotation is not actually              
so uniform throughout its duration. Plotting speed vs. time using the PIV output shows that the                
speed of cortical rotation ramps up and down, peaking in the middle of rotation (Figure 3a).                
Additionally, normalizing the distance of vectors along the A-P axis and averaging them into one               
resultant vector shows how rotational speed varies along the length of the cell: it falls off slightly                 
at the edges and aside from that, remains mostly constant across the cell (Figure 3b).  
While continuously-rotating mutants showed similar variation patterns to the control (not           
shown), mutants with periodic or reversing rotation had significantly different variations both in             
space and time (Figures 4-5). The periodic mutants in Figure 4 showed no consistent pattern of                
spatial variance. The periodic phenotype also shows no consistent periodicity, as the cells may              
come to a halt before rising in speed again, or may slow down then accelerate again without                 
stopping (Figure 4). The reversing cells had more of a match in periods of acceleration, though                
their negative acceleration began at different times (Figure 5). These results show that cortical              
rotation is a highly dynamic process with mechanics that vary over time and over the length of                 
the cell, and that these dynamics are impacted by the loss of septins or formins. 
 
Septin- or formin-perturbed cells exhibit quantitatively abnormal rotation 
We used the quantification of cortical rotation to determine further abnormalities           
resulting from perturbing septins or cyk-1. Those that did rotate, moved with a left-handed              
rotation about the A-P axis, as in wild-type cells. Many of the genetically altered zygotes               
exhibited continuous cortical rotation, as the wild type cells did. However, the rotation of these               
cells were sometimes perturbed in other ways, including velocity (Figure 2b-c) and duration             
(Figure 2d). In cells that exhibited the reversing or periodic phenotypes, rotation lasted             
significantly longer - as much as three times the duration of wild-type cells (Figure 2d & 4-5).                 
Notably, the loss of septin filaments produced more severe phenotypes than depletion of cyk-1.              
These results show that septins and formins play a role in ensuring proper and continuous               
rotation; septins appear to have a further role in allowing rotation to begin. This suggests weaker,                
inconsistent, or improperly directed mechanical forces in the cortex when septins or formins are              
removed. 
Septin Depletion Result in Loss of cyk-1 Posterior Enrichment 
Septins aid in localization of proteins to the cortex (Bridges & Gladfelter, 2015). 
Asymmetric actin networks can develop a consistent chirality through self-assembly (Tee et al, 
2015). As formins are known to localize to the cortex to grow its actin network (Chan, 2019), we 
hypothesized that cyk-1 in the zygote was localized asymmetrically and if so, that septins play a 
role in establishing this asymmetry. We imaged cells with GFP-tagged cyk-1 immediately before 
rotation began (Figure 6a) and measured the ratio of posterior to anterior intensity, which 
revealed a significant posterior enrichment. We then imaged the same strain with ​unc-59 
depleted and found that this enrichment was lost (Figure 6b). From this we concluded that cyk-1 
does have an asymmetric distribution in the zygote, and that septins are needed for this 
asymmetry to exist. 
Cyk-1 is being added to the posterior end of the zygote at an increased rate 
After establishing that cyk-1 is enriched on the posterior end of the cortex just prior to 
rotation, we investigated the rate at which cyk-1 is added to the cortex leading up to cytokinesis. 
We measure the rate of decay of fluorescent intensity from GFP::cyk-1 strains in cells treated 
with 0.1M Azide to halt all cellular processes in order to determine how intensity was lost over 
time due to photobleaching for the specific settings used (Figure 6A). An exponential decay 
model was fit from this data. We then imaged cells in M9 buffer and added in the intensity that 
was lost using the model. We also calculated how the posterior-to-anterior intensity ratio 
changed over time in the zygote from the end of polarization onwards (Figure 6B). We found 
that the cyk-1 presence on both ends of the cell increases over time, and that the ratio initially 
decreases before increasing again to an amount similar to that in Figure 5B. From this we 
conclude that cyk-1 is being added to the cortex at a faster rate on the posterior end than the 
anterior end as the cell approaches rotation onset. 
We next repeated the experiment with unc-59 depleted in the cells imaged (Figure 6C). 
Even after correction for photobleaching, the cells lose cyk-1 intensity over most of the imaging 
time. Furthermore, they underwent a miniscule increase in the posterior-to-anterior ratio. This 
sheds light on the interaction between septin filaments and formins in the rotation pathway. 
Discussion 
We observed cortical rotation in wild type and septin-null, and cyk-1 depleted ​C. elegans              
zygotes using transmittance microscopy (Figure 1). These movies revealed that loss of either             
septin gene is detrimental to the zygote’s ability to initiate and continue rotation. We then               
analyzed these movies using particle image velocimetry (Figure 2-4). This approach provided a             
vector field that was then further processed to determine the angle and velocity of rotation in                
several strains. In addition, we explored the localization of cyk-1 and the role septins play in it  
using fluorescent imaging (Figure 5). 
Whether the null mutation was in ​unc-59 ​or unc-61​, septin mutants exhibited abnormalities              
in the initiation and continuation of rotation. The phenotypic behavior was similar for loss of               
either septin gene. In many cases rotation did not occur at all, and even when it did occur it                   
exhibited abnormal behavior. As the mutants in this experiment lacked one or the other septin               
gene, neither gene is individually necessary for rotation to begin. They are nonetheless key              
components, as without function in a single gene rotation may not occur at all or will proceed                 
improperly. 
Our approach also allowed us to quantify the angle of rotation (data not shown). The               
angle relative to a line perpendicular to the A-P axis was highly invariant, with an average of                 
roughly 0.35 degrees. The angle is probably higher locally, but across the length of the cell local                 
deviations in different directions result in an overall overage close to zero. The average angle for                
the reversing cells was higher, at 2.8 and 2.3 degrees. All that can be said about this data is that                    
the consistency of the angle, even under perturbation, suggests that different proteins than the              
ones that were tested are responsible for the direction of rotation. The work by Tee ​et al. shows                  
how chiral structures can form as an emergent property of an actin network. Perhaps the one that                 
causes rotation owes itself to some A-P asymmetry in cortical actin that is not dependent on                
septins or formins. 
In septin-null zygotes, both continuous and a single period in periodic rotation were             
nearly the same speed at 0.20 and 0.19 micron/sec, respectively (Figure 2). The period tested               
lasted 47 seconds, roughly as long as the total duration of continuous rotation. This means that                
the overall angular displacement of the cortex during periodic rotation was much more than in               
continuous rotation even in a wild type zygote, as the speed was more than half of what it is in                    
those zygotes but the total time the cell spent rotating was far longer. 
This experiment demonstrated the importance of septins in rotation initiation and           
continuation. The experiment similarly demonstrates the need for formins, though moreso in            
regards to continuation. However, it is still unknown if loss of these proteins perturbs rotational               
cessation in any way. Rotation does indeed stop, but it is unknown if it stops at the correct time.                   
As it is also unknown what would constitute “the correct time” for rotation to end – that is, what                   
repositioning the cell must accomplish - it is not possible to determine this at present. If the goal                  
is simply total angular displacement, then many cells did indeed achieve angular displacements             
significantly more or less than wild type zygotes. The desired endpoint for rotation could just as                
easily be something else, however. 
In addition, the mechanical role of septins and formins that makes them a key component                
in both initiation and continuation of rotation is still unknown. Septins in yeast are known to act                 
as an accessory in the cortex, associating with actin to allow for proper protein localization and                
prevent diffusion along the membrane (Bridges & Gladfelter, 2015). They are also known to aid               
in driving asymmetric mechanical behavior in ​C. elegans through proper localization, for            
example when they localize anillin to the contractile ring ​(Maddox et al, 2007)​. They could thus                 
be playing a role in establishing asymmetric mechanical forces by localizing and anchoring actin              
bundles similar to those described by Tee ​et al. (2015) to the membrane, or in anchoring formins                 
to the membrane in order to polymerize such bundles. The fact that mechanical forces can               
reverse the L-R axis (Wood, 1991) supports this. It has already been determined that septins play                
a role in localizing cyk-1 asymmetrically to the cortex (Figure 6); in the future a more direct link                  
from septins and formins to actin in this pathway must be explored.  
A possible experiment to test if the function of septins in this process is localized protein                
recruitment would be to determine which proteins co-localize with septins before and during             
rotation and test whether depletions in these proteins produces similar results to those caused by               
loss of function in septin genes. Additionally, the localizations of these proteins could be tracked               
during rotation and during pauses in a mutant that exhibits this behavior. If this prediction is                
correct, there would be differences in their presence on the cortex during pauses. That septins aid                
in localizing formins has already been determined (Figure 6), but the approach described here              
could shed additional light on this interaction, as well as on interactions between septins and               
other proteins. 
No experiments were done wherein function of both septin proteins were simultaneously            
perturbed. Such an experiment would elucidate whether septins themselves are necessary for            
cortical rotation in the zygote, or if they simply aid in, but are not necessary for, setting up and                   
maintaining the conditions necessary for rotation to begin and continue. In the future, RNAi can               
be used in mutants to knock-down the still-functional septin genes, removing the function of              
both subunit proteins from the zygote. 
Formin depletion resulted in a phenotype that was not observed in septin-null strains:             
rotation reversal. Similarly, septin-null mutants had a phenotype not observed in cyk-1 depleted             
cells: no rotation (Figure 2a). There are three interpretations of this: the first, and simplest, is that                 
this result is a consequence of how cyk-1 depletion was carried out. As cyk-1 is such an integral                  
protein, worms were only depleted over the course of 20-22 hours. Longer depletions could              
possibly result in a no-rotation phenotype, but distinguishing this from an emergent property of              
the lack of cyk-1 affecting other cellular processes would be difficult. For example, in such a                
case fewer formins would mean less actin on the cortex, which means less actin for septins to                 
interact with; the lack of rotation, should it arise, could then be attributed to this, as septins affect                  
formin localization at this point (Figure 5, 6). 
The second interpretation is that the differences are due to some independent activity             
between septins and formins in the rotation pathway; the third is that one phenotype is a more                 
severe version of the other, with both having the same root cause. If the third option were the                  
case, then Figure 2 would indicate that septin loss should be the more severe. The average                
velocity of septin-null strains was significantly different from wild type cells while that of cyk-1               
depleted cells was not; it is also reasonable to assert that no rotation at all is the most severe                   
phenotype possible.  
Cyk-1 depletion in septin-null mutants was performed to provide some reason to believe             
one of the second and third options over the other, and in doing so to help elucidate the structure                   
of the rotation pathway. A cyk-1 depletion in these mutants did result in at least one occurence of                  
the reversal phenotype (data not shown - pending analysis), and so there must be some activity of                 
formins independent of septins in the rotation pathway. Where this activity lies or what it may be                 
is unknown; as is the location of the activity in the path, whether upstream or downstream, of                 
septins or simply not connected in such a linear way. This activity is likely unrelated to setting                 
up anterior-posterior asymmetries in the cortical actin network, as formins are not            
asymmetrically distributed when septins are lost. It could be a matter of how much actin is on the                  
cortex. This remains a subject of investigation. 
We also explored the rate at which cyk-1 is added to the cortex leading up to rotation. In                  
particular, as there is a posterior enrichment, we hypothesized that this rate would be faster on                
the posterior end than on the anterior end. This is indeed what we found, and furthermore that                 
this localization is impacted by septin depletion (Figure 6). The next question is how this pattern                
affects the actin cortex in such a way as to allow for proper rotation.  
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Table 1: Genotypes of ​C. elegans​ strains 
Strain Genotype 
N2 Wild type 
JCC239 unc-61(e228) V; unc-119(ed3) III; ltIs37 [pAA64; 
pie-1/mCHERRY::his-58; unc-119 (+)] IV 
JCC661 unc-59(e1005) I.; unc-119(ed3) III?; ltIs38 [pAA1; 
pie-1/GFP::PH(PLCdelta1); unc-119 (+)] III.; unc-119 (+)] III; ltIS37 
[pAA64; pie-1/mCherry::his-58; unc-119 (+)] IV. 
JCC666 unc-59(e1005) I.; unc-119 (+)] III; ltIS37 [pAA64; pie-1/mCherry::his-58; 
unc-119 (+)] IV. 



















Figure 1: Cortical Rotation in ​C. elegans 
A) Four consecutive frames from a movie of cortical rotation in wild-type ​C. elegans.​ Circled in red are 
patches of texture caused by presence of cortical granules. Note the bright spots inside the circles; these 
are the cortical granules. The yellow line is parallel to the A-P axis and is for reference in viewing the 
motion of the circled areas 
B) Vector fields generated by PIV. The top frame is a representative vector field when the cell is not 






Figure 2: Phenotype summary of cortical rotation 
A) Percent of imaged cells exhibiting each phenotype for three genotypes: cyk-1 depleted (n=10), 
Septin-null (n=15), and wild-type (n=8) 
B) Mean rotation velocities of individual cells (colored dots) and by genotype (black line). Mean values 
for periodic and reversal phenotypes were based on a single period of rotation: from trough-to-trough. 
(**) p < 0.001. Errors bars are 95% confidence intervals for the mean. 
C) Maximum velocity of rotating cells 
D) Duration of rotation. Black bars represent average of each group. (*) p < 0.05 
 
 
Figure 3: Cortical rotation characterized over time 
Top row represent circumferential speed (perpendicular to A-P axis); bottom row represents speed 
parallel to the A-P axis. Left column represents wild-type cells (n=8); middle column represents 
periodically rotating septin-null cells (n=3); right column represents reversing cyk-1 depleted cells (n=3). 







Figure 4: Cortical rotation characterized over the length of the cell 
Here the x-axis represents discrete regions along the A-P axis; the figure is otherwise structured 






Figure 5: ​ ​Posterior enrichment of cyk-1 is lost when septins are depleted 
(A) Left - Wild-type zygote; Right - septin-depleted zygote. Images oriented anterior-to-posterior. 
(B) Posterior:Anterior enrichment ratio of cyk-1. (*) indicates significant difference in ratio between 



























Figure 6: The posterior/anterior intensity ratio of cyk-1 increases of time in the zygote 
(A) Cells were paralyzed with azide (n=10) and their intensity was measured over time to determine the 
rate of intensity loss due to photobleaching for the specific acquisition settings used. 
(B) (Left) Cells were imaged under the same setting as (A) but were not paralyzed (n=13). (Middle) The 
decay due to photobleaching was added back in to determine the growth of cyk-1 presence on either 
half of the cortex. (Right) Ratio of posterior to anterior cyk-1 intensity over time 
(C) Subpanels are as in (B), but cells here were depleted of unc-59 (n=5) 
